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::BEGIN TRANSCRIPTION OF RECOVERED FILES::
[[RECORDING CUT IN]]
[[UNDERWATER CITY, BUSY STREET]]
[[TAPPING ON RECORDER MICROPHONE]]
Cordelia Veil: I never know if these things are working.
Rachel Bronte: The light’s on. That means it’s recording.
CV: You’d think a Cordelia would be able to handle a recorder.

[[THE TWO WOMEN LAUGH]]
RB: You ever been to Segara?
CV: No, I almost got assigned to the marine biology division,
but then they realised I was a bit thick, so they sent me to be
a journalist instead.

[[RACHEL LAUGHS]]
RB: Well, you fit right in.

[[CORDELIA SIGHS, TAKES A BREATH]]
CV: Let’s go get him then.

[[CORDELIA WALKING CLOSER TO RECORDER]]
[[RECORDER IS SHUT OFF]]
---------------------------------------------[[RECORDING CUT IN]]
[[QUIET OFFICE SPACE]]
[[COMPUTATION FROM DEVICE IN BACKGROUND]]
[[INTERMITTENT MECHANICAL NOISES FROM ANOTHER ROOM]]
Baz Grant: Remind me what’s this 8for again?
Rachel Bronte: We’re doing a piece on some of the most notable
members of the Collective, and you made the cut.
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BG: Well, that is very flattering.
Cordelia Veil: It would be hard to leave you off the list, after
what you’ve been able to accomplish.

[[BAZ LAUGHS]]
BG: Well it’s all down to the team, isn’t it?... am I the only
clone being interviewed for this piece?
CV: Oh, we’re also trying to get in touch with Nora Vass’
people.

[[BAZ LEANS BACK IN CHAIR]]
BG: Oh, naturally.
RB: Any help you can give us on that one?
BG: I’m afraid Nora Vass is as impenetrable to me as any other
clone. She only grants one an audience when she deigns you
worthy.

[[BAZ AND RACHEL LAUGH]]
BG: Right, shall we?
RB: Yes, why not. Could you start by telling us a little bit
about yourself, and what do you for The Collective?
BG: Yes, I’m Baz Grant. I am the head of Technology at the
Ministry of Technological advancement.
CV: One could say you run the place?

[[BAZ LAUGHS, MOCKINGLY]]
BG: No, I am but a humble servant to the Council of Ministers.
We’re overseen by Minister Smith.
RB: And what is it that the head of technology does?
BG: Ah well, I oversee all aspects of technological development
for The Collective. This can mean developing the latest GeoFFRy
model or making sure that the transports between Segara’s cities
run just that little bit faster. It all falls under my purview.
We find areas that could use improvement and make them superior.
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CV: That’s great. Any examples you’re particularly proud of?
BG: Oh...ah... well... it’s challenging to think of just one.
I suppose the air filtration for Vuclidia was a significant
improvement... such a shame about the whole situation... No,
I think the new super-advanced minnow vessel I invented for
Segara. The old models were so slow. It took almost a day to
cross from one side of the planet to the other.
RB: That’s very impressive.
BG: Thank you.
CV: Does your work ever extend to areas beyond technology?
Agriculture or medicine?
BG: I work on all forms of technology. We have several Kathryn
units operating in this department to advise on the medical
aspect of our technology. In terms of agriculture, yes. In fact,
I was once stationed on Mariga to advise on their crops.
CV: That is fascinating. Was this before or after the incident
with the– uh, advanced science outpost?
BG: Pardon?
CV: There was an incident there with a science outpost poisoning
the land without realising?
BG: Yes… Yes, I heard about that. Such a shame. After my time,
I’m afraid.

[[RACHEL LAUGHS LIGHTLY]]
RB: Yes, of course. What were your improvements able to do for
agriculture on Mariga?
BG: Well... before the incident, we had the yield of the crops
up by almost fifty percent.
RB: Wow.
BG: Yes, we were hoping to get it up to double the yield.
CV: And how did you manage that?
BG: It was a combination of replicating not just the ideal
but superior growing conditions and a bit of light genetic
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alterations.
CV: Superior growing conditions?
BG: Yes, the makeup of the soil, the chemical balance of the
water, even the quality of the light. Everything we controlled.
RB: How interesting... why the relocation to Segara?
BG: The ministry moved location. It made it easier for us to
conduct certain experiments in a more forgiving environment.
RB: What environment is that?

[[BAZ LAUGHS, MOCKINGLY]]
BG: The bottom of the ocean.

[[RACHEL RECIPRICATES LAUGH]]
RB: Of course.
BG: How about I take you on a tour of our facilities? There’s
some fascinating stuff to see. It might just pique your interest.
CV: Sure, why not!

[[BAZ, CORDELIA AND RACHEL STAND]]
[[THE RECORDER IS JOSTLED AND PICKED UP]]
BG: Oh, I will have to ask you to leave your recorder here I’m
afraid. We don’t allow any recording equipment inside.
CV: No problem.

[[THE RECORDER IS SWITCHED OFF]]
---------------------------------------------[[RECORDER CUTS IN]]
[[UNDERWATER CITY, SIDE ALLEY]]
Rachel Bronte (Cross Talk): Are we recording? Oh... Is the light
on?
Cordelia Veil (Cross Talk): Oh... uh… ah...Ok… yup!
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CV: So they’re... they’re running experiments on the chemical
makeup of the ocean water, and they’re running localised
trials...and advances in blaster efficiency.
RB: He basically copped to the whole Mariga incident.
CV: Did he?
RB: Well..., the chemical balances, the makeup of the soil, the
crop yields. That is precisely the reason the land was tainted.
Just because it took people a few years to start showing
symptoms doesn’t mean he didn’t do it.
CV: So… they spun it away from him and moved the department
here.
RB: Let’s not get too committed to the theories yet. We still
have more people to interview.

[[CORDELIA SIGHS]]
CV: One down, four to go.

[[RECORDING ENDS]]

::END TRANSCRIPTION OF RECOVERED FILES::
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